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E V O L U T I O N A R Y  B I O L O G Y

Early tetrapod cranial evolution is characterized by 
increased complexity, constraint, and an offset from  
fin-limb evolution
James R. G. Rawson1*, Borja Esteve-Altava2, Laura B. Porro3, Hugo Dutel1,4, Emily J. Rayfield1*

The developmental underpinnings and functional consequences of modifications to the limbs during the origin 
of the tetrapod body plan are increasingly well characterized, but less is understood about the evolution of the 
tetrapod skull. Decrease in skull bone number has been hypothesized to promote morphological and functional 
diversification in vertebrate clades, but its impact during the initial rise of tetrapods is unknown. Here, we test this 
by quantifying topological changes to cranial anatomy in fossil and living taxa bracketing the fin-to-limb transi-
tion using anatomical network analysis. We find that bone loss across the origin of tetrapods is associated not 
only with increased complexity of bone-to-bone contacts but also with decreasing topological diversity through-
out the late Paleozoic, which may be related to developmental and/or mechanical constraints. We also uncover a 
10-Ma offset between fin-limb and cranial morphological evolution, suggesting that different evolutionary drivers 
affected these features during the origin of tetrapods.

INTRODUCTION
The origin of tetrapods was a transformative event in vertebrate 
evolution and involved marked changes to the vertebrate body plan, 
leading to morphological and ecological radiation (1, 2). Our under-
standing of this transition has advanced in recent years, particularly 
surrounding the evolution of limbs from fins, through the discovery 
of previously unknown fossils (3–5), application of new analytical 
techniques (6, 7), and understanding of genetics and development 
(8–11). Despite a transition from water to land characterizing the 
origin of tetrapods, many of these postcranial characters are now 
thought to have evolved in aquatic settings and initially facilitated an 
aquatic existence (4, 12). The skull also undergoes notable morpho-
logical changes across the origin of tetrapods, with a flattening and 
elongation of the head that is freed from the shoulder girdle via a 
neck, loss of a flexible intracranial joint, and loss and fusion of skull 
bones (2, 13, 14). These seemingly rapid changes have been linked to 
consolidation and strengthening of the skull to facilitate the shift 
from aquatic suction feeding in tetrapodomorph fish to terrestrial 
biting in later tetrapods and from swimming to walking on land (15). 
Recent work has also revealed significantly elevated rates of evolution 
in the crania of elpistostegalians, including early tetrapods, compared 
to more basal tetra podomorphs (16). However, both tetrapodomorph fish 
and early tetrapods likely used a mixture of biting and suction feeding 
(14, 17–20), and morphometric analyses reveal that little morpho-
logical or functional change occurred in the lower jaw across the fin-to- 
limb transition (12, 21). It is unclear whether such features evolved 
for feeding in water or on land or mixed environments, and the 
tempo of cranial versus postcranial evolution remains elusive.

The loss and fusion of skull bones is common to a number of evo-
lutionary transitions (22–24). This apparent mechanism of morphological 

variation has been correlated with either skull consolidation and mus-
cle reorganization to produce a stronger bite in synapsids (25) and 
turtles (26) or increased flexibility of the skull to facilitate cranial 
kinesis in squamates (27) and birds (28). This process is referred as 
to Williston’s law, which proposes a trend of multipart structures in 
organisms tending to reduce the number of elements during evolu-
tion but, at the same time, providing a mechanism to increase diversity 
and functional specialization (29). Cranial bones that have fewer con-
tacts are more likely to be lost across tetrapod lineages (23), which 
may influence the evolution of modularity and morphological diversity 
(disparity). Modifications to bone connections may also reflect func-
tional demands: The presence or absence of cranial bones and the 
distribution of sutures have important implications for load trans-
fer and the structural resistance of the skull (30).

Here, we assess whether similar drivers exist at the origin of the 
tetrapod skull. We review modifications to cranial anatomy across 
the origin of tetrapods and in extant bracketing taxa to test whether 
loss of bones confers simplification or increased topological com-
plexity to the cranium. We also test whether cranial bone count re-
duction and reorganization acts as a mechanism to promote cranial 
disparity in early tetrapods or acts as an evolutionary constraint. We 
then explore how cranial topological disparity evolves across the origin 
of tetrapods against a backdrop of extinction events and anatomical 
and functional modifications to the fin-limb and axial skeleton. By 
using a network analysis approach (31), where the cranial bones are 
modeled as a network with nodes representing bones and links rep-
resenting sutural connections, we quantify how skull bones are arranged 
and interrelated, the so-called cranial bone topology. Topological 
complexity of the skull can be measured based on the properties of 
the connections between the bones (or nodes): Networks where 
each node has a greater average number of links to nearby nodes are 
considered as being more complex. We measured eight topological 
variables to quantify the organization of these skull networks (data S2); 
see Fig. 1 for a full explanation of the variables measured and our 
modeling approach. We tabulated these variables in the cranial anatomy 
of 76 extinct taxa and 34 extant taxa (Fig. 2) using literature descrip-
tions and available retrodeformed three-dimensional (3D) models 
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(data S1). Our study was enhanced by the use of new 3D datasets of 
key taxa across the transition, captured via x-ray computed tomog-
raphy (CT) scans (17, 18, 32, 33).

RESULTS
Topological changes across the fish-tetrapod transition
To quantify and compare the cranial architecture of extant fish (non- 
tetrapod vertebrates), extant tetrapods, and early tetrapod fossils, 
we performed a principal component analysis (PCA) to capture the 
variance across the eight variables describing cranial bone topology 
(Fig. 3). Our results show that fish and tetrapods have distinct skull 
bone topologies and occupy significantly different areas of topolog-
ical space [pairwise permutational multivariate analysis of variance 
(PERMANOVA), F1,111 = 16.164, P = 9.9 × 10−5]. An alternative test 
where the number of bones (N) and the number of links (K) are ex-
cluded also supports this difference (PERMANOVA, F1,111 = 13.43, 
P = 9.9 × 10−5), indicating that the two groups have distinct cranial 
bone topology even when bone number is excluded. Furthermore, 
we found significant anatomical differences between all taxonomic 
groups (table S1), demonstrating the influence of phylogeny on skull 
roof morphology.

Fish skulls generally have a high number of bones and connec-
tions and are fairly modular. Each bone, on average, is sparsely 
connected to its neighbors and has a long average path length. By 
comparison, the skulls of early tetrapods and amniotes have fewer 

bones, but those that remain are more densely connected, bone to-
pology is less modular, and there are smaller average path lengths 
between bones. This trend is documented across the first principal 
axis of variation (48.2% of explained variance), with extant Lissamphibia 
and the living lungfish Protopterus occupying the positive extreme 
of PC1. The second PC of variation (21.4% of explained variance) 
discriminates between skulls with bones that have a disparate num-
ber of articulations, tend to contact bones with a different number 
of articulations, and tend to form three-node loops or triads such as 
caecilians and extinct coelacanths and skulls with bones that have a 
similar number of connections, preferentially contacting to bones 
with a similar number of articulations, and that form fewer three-
node loops, features that are not exclusive to any group.

The effect of bone loss on skull complexity
To determine whether bone loss confers simplification or increased 
complexity to skull topology, we carried out a phylogenetic general-
ized least squares (PGLS) regression to test how each topological 
variable responded to changes in the number of bones for each taxo-
nomic group (table S2). We find that networks with higher numbers 
of bones consistently show decreased density across all clades (Fig. 4A), 
meaning that as skulls lose bones (from fish to early tetrapods and 
amniotes), they acquire more connections per bone on average and there-
fore a more complex topology. Extant lissamphibians and Protopterus, 
which have the fewest skull bones, therefore have the most complex 
skull topology. Parcellation also showed a significant relationship 

Fig. 1. Pipeline of anatomical network analysis. The skull is coded as an anatomical network and characterized using eight topological variables, shown here on a 
simplified network (6, 23, 24). (A to F) The number of nodes (N) in the network, here colored as gray dots (N = 9); the number of links in the network (K), shown as red lines 
(K = 12); density of connections (D) measures the number of connections present divided by the maximum number possible, shown here for just one node. The central 
node has three realized connections (green solid lines) and five possible but unrealized connections (green dashed lines); mean clustering coefficient (C) measures the 
likelihood that two connected nodes are also both connected to the same node. The blue node has only two neighbors, which are, in turn, connected to each other 
(solid blue), forming a three-node loop, C for this node = 1; mean shortest path length (L) is the minimum number of links required to connect two nodes, in this case 3 
for the two cyan nodes; heterogeneity (H) measures the anisomerism and irregularity of components in the anatomical structure as the ratio between the SD and the 
mean of the number of connections of all nodes in the network. Skulls where each bone varies greatly in number of articulations will have a high H; assortativity (A) quan-
tifies the extent to which nodes with the same number of connections connect to each other, whereupon A is more positive; parcellation (P) is the modularity of an ana-
tomical structure and is calculated after a community detection algorithm has identified connectivity modules (yellow dashed circles). Skulls with more network modules 
and with bones evenly distributed among modules will have a high P. Further mathematical details for calculating topological variables can be found in the Supplemen-
tary Materials (Supplementary Text).
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with bone number for early tetrapods, fishes, amniotes, and batra-
chians (Fig. 4B); skulls with a greater number of bones are split 
more into distinct modules, whereas those with fewer bones are more 
integrated into a single unit. This is not the case with caecilians, 
where reducing bone number does not result in a significantly more 
integrated skull. Trends for the other topological variables show 
mixed results in different groups, suggesting that these variables are 
not strongly affected by reduction in bone number, at least not uni-
formly across all clades.

Topological disparity through time
We then tested whether evolutionary changes to cranial bone orga-
nization led to increased topological disparity over time. Mean 
relative subclade disparity of our PC scores was used to calculate 
topological disparity through time (DTT) for two alternate phylogenetic 
hypotheses. We observe that mean relative subclade disparity in the 
topology of cranial bones generally decreases from 425 to 250 million 

years (Ma), with a slight increase in the Late Palaeozoic (Fig. 5A). 
To test whether the disparity over the entire time range was statistically 
different from what we might expect from stochastic evolution, we 
performed a randomization inference test with 10,000 simulations 
under a Brownian motion model of evolution and compared it to 
the morphological disparity index (MDI) for our DTT trend line. 
We found that the DTT profile shows a statistically significant devia-
tion from the 95% confidence interval, regardless of the phylogenetic 
hypothesis used (tree A: MDI = −0.187, P = 4.03 × 10−85; tree B: 
MDI = −0.187, P = 4.03 × 10−85). Negative MDI values indicate that 
the mean relative subclade disparity was lower than expected in both 
trees, showing that our measurements of topological disparity depict a 
decrease in disparity over time that cannot be entirely explained by 
stochastic evolution.

We lastly explored how variation in the topological disparity of 
the skull relates to extinction events and anatomical modifications to 
the postcranial skeleton. Topological disparity is low from around 

Fig. 2. Time-calibrated phylogeny of vertebrates assembled for this study. Phylogenetic hypothesis of tetrapod relationships shown here is based on the work of 
Marjanović and Laurin (52), wherein lissamphibians are monophyletic within lepospondyls. The alternative topology used in this study based on the work of Ruta et al. 
(53) is shown in fig. S1. Example taxon silhouettes were taken from phylopic.org. Credit to Y. Yang (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/), C. C. Julián-Caballero 
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/), J. B. McHugh (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/), D. Bogdanov (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by-sa/3.0/), A. A. Farke and G. Monger (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/), Smokeybjb (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/), N. Tamura (https://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/), and M. Karala (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/) for taxon silhouettes from Phylopic.
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425 Ma, rises sharply, and then declines between the earliest tetra-
pod footprints (34) and osteological evidence for the first tetrapods 
at 380 Ma (35). At this point, cranial topological disparity drops be-
low the 95% confidence intervals, indicating a disparity significantly 
lower than that expected of Brownian motion for the first time in 

the tetrapod lineage. Disparity remains constantly low until around 
360 Ma when it drops sharply at end of the Devonian, a period also 
associated with a decrease in taxon sampling in our data (fig. S4). 
Despite an increase in taxon sampling in the Carboniferous, cranial 
topological disparity remains low throughout this period and only 

Fig. 3. Discrimination of skull networks by taxonomic group. (A) PCA including all eight topological variables. (B) PCA excluding the number of nodes (N) and number 
of links (K). Red arrows show the relative contribution of each variable to the principal axes. Representative skulls in dorsal view are shown for each group: Eusthenopteron 
(74), Ichthyostega (1), Cryptobranchus (75), and Crocodylus (76).
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begins to increase gradually in the very Late Carboniferous at 
around 318 Ma before stabilizing throughout much of the Permian. 
Comparing our data to the DTT profile of pectoral and pelvic ap-
pendages across this period (Fig. 5, B and C), previously published 
by Esteve-Altava et al. (6), we see that the trend is broadly similar, 
with an initially higher disparity showing a marked drop below the 
95% confidence intervals somewhere close to the midpoint of the 
Devonian. However, the spike in skull topological disparity during 
the Middle Devonian is not present in the limbs, and the drop be-
low the 95% confidence interval in limbs precedes the drop seen in 
the skull by approximately 10 Ma. There is also no marked drop in 
limb topological disparity at the end of the Devonian, only a con-
tinuation of the very slight downward trend. Topological changes to 
the tetrapod cranium during the Palaeozoic therefore do not occur 
in parallel to changes in the appendages.

DISCUSSION
Our results show that fish and tetrapods have distinct cranial bone 
topological organization and that this change in cranial anatomy occurs 
across the origin of the earliest tetrapods. Topological complexity 
increases across the fish-tetrapod transition: As cranial bone num-
ber decreases, the remaining bones acquire more connections 
(increased density). In contrast, modularity (parcellation) decreases 
across the origin of tetrapods; skulls with fewer bones are more in-
tegrated and less modular. This does not hold true within caecilians, 
but this may be an artifact of a small sample size. No such modifica-
tion to topological complexity was found between the first stem tet-
rapods and crown tetrapods from later in the Palaeozoic, suggesting 
that increased terrestrialization in crown taxa such as Eryops (36) 
compared to aquatic stem taxa such as Acanthostega (12) did not 
result in significant change to skull construction. Some groups like 

snakes and lissamphibians show more specialized skulls (37, 38) with 
greatly reduced bone number compared to early tetrapods, but these 
specializations did not evolve until much later (39, 40). We therefore 
found no evidence to support the hypothesis that specific changes in the 
topology of cranial bones—changes in bone number and connections—
followed increased terrestrialization in early tetrapods.

Reduction in bone count can be largely attributed to the loss and 
fusion of nasal, rostral, and tectal bones during the evolution of tet-
rapods. Tetrapodomorph fish, even those close to the tetrapod total 
group such as Eusthenopteron and Panderichthys (41), show a classically 
“fish-like” mosaic arrangement of bones in the anterior snout, most 
of which are fused or absent from even the earliest tetrapods such as 
Ventastega (42). These numerous bones are small and only contact 
a few of their neighbors, thus decreasing the proportion of realized 
connections in the networks (thus lower density values in fish). 
Sparsely connected gill cover bones on the posterior margins of fish 
skulls also decrease density. Parcellation, the degree of modularity, 
is increased in the skulls of fish due to a higher degree of separation 
between distinct modules (e.g., nasoparietal shield, postparietal shield, 
cheek, and palate), with fewer connections between these modules. 
Tetrapods show less clear distinction, with the cranium being much 
more integrated. The topological changes observed across the fish- 
tetrapod transition supports recent investigations into the mecha-
nisms behind Williston’s law, where bones with fewer connections 
tend to be preferentially lost (23, 24).

Our results do not support the idea that skulls became more densely 
connected to provide increased support against physical constraint 
in newly colonized terrestrial environments, since the earliest limbed 
tetrapods exhibit skulls with reduced bone number (Fig. 3) despite 
showing evidence for aquatic lifestyles (5, 43). Drastic reduction in 
skull bone number also occurs across the evolution of lungfish de-
spite their fully aquatic lifestyle (44). Function may have driven increased 

Fig. 4. Response of key topological variables to bone loss. Bone number (N) plotted density (A) and parcellation (B) for each species, split by taxonomic group. Graphs 
for the remaining topological variables can be found in fig. S2. The best-fitted line calculated by PGLS is shown for each group, calculated using the Marjanović and Laurin 
(52) topology [equivalent figures for the Ruta et al. (53) topology are found in fig. S3 but are largely unchanged].
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connectiveness in the posterior portion of the skull, where the loss 
of the gill cover bones enabled the acquisition of a neck that facili-
tated independent mobility of the head to aid with feeding in ben-
thic settings (45). The need for a more mechanically resilient skull 
associated with a shift from suction feeding to biting could promote 
increased connectiveness in the anterior snout. However, this con-
flicts with current evidence that tetrapodomorph fish used biting to 

some degree (17) despite maintaining a distinctly fish-like skull 
topology, while early tetrapods like Acanthostega also retained suc-
tion feeding (12, 18) despite showing a more densely connected skull. 
Tiktaalik rosae, a key species in the fish-tetrapod lineage, shows an 
intermediate condition between suction feeding and biting (14). 
More biomechanical modeling of the skull across the origin of tet-
rapods is needed to resolve this, but changes to ossification during 
development could also explain the loss of sparsely connected ante-
rior skull bones. Ossification sequences for the dermal skull bones of 
tetrapodomorph fish are currently unknown; the smallest preserved 
Eusthenopteron foordi already have a fully ossified cranium (46), al-
though, in Amia calva, the nasal and rostral bones ossify after the 
tooth-bearing elements and around the same time as other anterior 
dermal bones (47). Failure to ossify and bone fusion caused by 
developmental truncation are thought to be responsible for drastic 
reduction in skull bone number in batrachians (37), and similar 
process could conceivably have driven a trend toward more densely 
connected skulls with fewer elements in the earliest tetrapods.

Our finding of decreasing cranial bone number across the fish- 
tetrapod transition is coincident with other major evolutionary tran-
sitions such as the origin of mammals (22), turtles (26), squamates 
(27), and birds (28), yet this decrease is associated with an increase 
in topological complexity. We do not find evidence of increased dis-
parity in cranial construction associated with this increased com-
plexity. We find the opposite, suggesting that, for early tetrapods at 
least, decreasing bone count is not driving the evolution of morpho-
logical diversity. Following the evolution of tetrapods, topological 
disparity remains significantly below that expected from Brownian 
motion for the entirety of the Palaeozoic, suggesting that changes in 
disparity are actively constrained. It appears that modifications to 
skull topology at the origin of tetrapods laid the foundation for the 
topological relationships of cranial bones that persisted throughout 
the Palaeozoic; tetrapods arrive at a particular constructional orga-
nization of the cranium that varies little over millions of years. These 
topological relationships persisted even as tetrapod skull morpho-
logical diversity and ecological disparity increased in the Carbonif-
erous and into the Permian (48). We hypothesize that this reduced 
disparity and stasis may be the result of developmental constraint 
(canalization) and/or due to the influence of a mechanical constraint 
associated with the separation of the head, neck, and shoulder. Tiktaalik 
and limbed sarcopterygians reduce the dermal components of the 
bony opercular region and expand the endochondral scapulocoracoid, 
modifications associated with increased and independent mobility 
of the head and neck (3, 14, 49).

That said, our results show an offset in the timing of fins/limbs 
and the skull in early tetrapod evolution. Evidence suggests that the 
pectoral and pelvic fins evolved in parallel during the fin-to-limb tran-
sition (6, 50), and both appendages show coincident drops in topo-
logical disparity alongside the appearance of the first tetrapod tracks 
(6). Our study shows that cranial evolution is offset from limb evo-
lution by an estimated 10 Ma, with decreases in cranial topological 
disparity occurring after the first trackway evidence. Despite an early 
drop in the Lower Devonian, cranial topological disparity increases 
between the first trackway and the first osteological evidence for 
tetrapods, while pectoral and pelvic appendage disparity decreases. 
Only later does cranial topological disparity drop below that expect-
ed due to Brownian motion evolution. This suggests that different 
selection pressures were driving fin/limb and cranial evolution. This 
may be due to the use of limbs and digits and digit-like structures 

Fig. 5. Topological DTT across the origin of tetrapods. Mean relative subclade 
DTT (black solid line) for fish and tetrapod skull (A), pectoral appendages (B), and 
pelvic appendages (C). Also shown is the mean of disparity for 10,000 phylogenetic 
simulations under Brownian motion (horizontal black dotted line) and the 95% 
confidence intervals of those simulations (gray areas). Vertical dashed colored lines 
mark the estimated time of key events in tetrapod evolution; the earliest evidence 
of tetrapod footprints (green); and the origin of tetrapods (blue) and amniotes 
(red). Also marked are two major extinctions in the Devonian: the Kellwasser event 
(yellow star) and the Hangenberg event (red star), as well as the period at the start 
of the Carboniferous known as Romer’s Gap (red bar); (A) uses the topology of tree 
A; DTT plot using tree B is found in fig. S5. Skeletal of Acanthostega was taken from 
Clack (2).
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for locomoting across substrates either in aquatic or terrestrial envi-
ronments, while feeding ecology remained largely unchanged. Although 
neck mobility in Tiktaalik predates the evolution of digits (3, 14, 45, 49), 
the onset of protracted topological constraints in cranial anatomy 
coincides with the freeing of the dorsal shoulder from the body wall 
and independent mobility of the head, neck, and shoulder, as seen 
in taxa such as Ichthyostega, Tulerpeton, and crown tetrapods (45).

We see a second, smaller drop in skull topological disparity that 
coincides with the Hangenberg event at the end of the Famennian 
(358.9 Ma), a period of mass extinction associated with a major 
turnover of marine and freshwater vertebrate faunas, including the 
decline of many sarcopterygian groups (50). Tetrapods have classi-
cally been included among these groups, with tetrapod remains scarcely 
being found during the first 15 Ma of the Carboniferous, a period 
known as Romer’s Gap (51). The loss of species diversity during the 
Hangenberg event appears to have affected skull topological disparity 
as many basal tetrapod lineages became extinct, although the drop 
in disparity and the extinction event are less clearly linked when 
using tree B (fig. S5). We do not see a recovery of topological dispar-
ity following Romer’s Gap and into the Late Carboniferous; disparity 
remains below Devonian levels despite an increase in the number of 
sampled species (fig. S4) as tetrapods radiated in both terrestrial 
and aquatic environments.

In conclusion, we find that the reduction in bone count across 
the origin of tetrapods is associated with an increase in complexity 
of articulations and a more interconnected, less modular skull topology. 
However, contrary to predictions, these anatomical changes led to 
reduced variance in topological complexity that occurs before the 
first osteological evidence for tetrapods in the fossil record. Very low 
cranial topological variance persists through the Devonian and 
Carboniferous and may be the result of a developmental and/or 
mechanical constraints associated with the evolution of the neck 
and loss and fusion of anterior snout bones. These changes in cranial 
morphology lag behind the modifications to fin-to-limb anatomy 
that are commensurate with the first evidence for tetrapod tracks. 
This suggests that different evolutionary drivers for fin-limb and 
cranial evolution were at play during the evolution of tetrapods.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Network modeling
We built unweighted, undirected network models for the skull of 
each taxon, in which nodes were coded for bones and links connect-
ing nodes were coded for physical articulation or contacts between 
two bones. Extinct taxa were selected only if well-preserved skulls 
and well-supported reconstructions were available in the literature. 
Disarticulated materials were considered only in cases where the skull 
anatomy was sufficiently preserved as to allow for a complete recon-
struction. Extant taxa were selected on the basis of available anatomical 
data and their phylogenetic position bracketing the water-land tran-
sition (fish rootward and Lissamphibia and amniotes crownward). 
Network models included the dermal bones of the skull roof, palate, 
and braincase. Dermal bones that show limited connection to the 
skull in some taxa (i.e., septomaxillae in early tetrapods and maxillae 
in some fish and Lissamphibia) were only included in the network 
if they showed an unequivocal sutural contact to the surrounding 
bones in figures or accompanying osteological descriptions; super-
ficial dermal bones were not considered. The hyomandibular and 
stapes were included in taxa where these elements form structural 

components of the skull and are firmly attached to surrounding bones, 
as is found in some fish and early tetrapodomorphs. In rare cases 
when a single bone is formed by a mosaic of small asymmetrical 
elements, such as the supraorbital in Atractosteus, we coded them as 
a single node for two reasons: First, these arrays of bones show sub-
stantial variation among individuals and often between the left and 
right sides of a single individual; second, their absence in tetrapod 
taxa, and their sheer number in some cases, means their inclusion 
would have a disproportionate impact on the results. In cases where 
sutural contacts were not explicitly stated or when articular sur-
faces were not preserved, adjacency in reconstructions was con-
sidered sufficient justification to code a contact. All skull network 
models constructed for this study are available on the University of 
Bristol data repository, data.bris, at https://doi.org/10.5523/bris.
e0ea0wn9tby12sxvckwxlcefj. Network models for pectoral and pel-
vic appendages of fish and early tetrapods for the comparative DTT 
analysis were taken from Esteve- Altava et al. (23).

Phylogenetic relationships
Two phylogenetic trees were assembled for our study taxa to test the 
effect of alternative phylogenetic hypotheses of tetrapod relation-
ships, most notably the position of Lissamphibia. Tree A, based on 
Marjanović and Laurin (52), places Lissamphibia within Lepospondyli, 
while tree B, based on Ruta et al. (53), places them within Temno-
spondyli. To cover all taxa sampled in our study, the original trees 
were pruned of unused tips using the ape package (54) in R, and 
additional taxa were added when required using the phangorn package 
(55). The position of additional taxa in the tree was determined using 
phylogenetic studies published in the literature for anurans (56), 
caudates (57), amniotes (58), lepospondyls (59), temnospondyls (60), 
osteolepiforms (61), coelacanths (62), and major relationships be-
tween Osteichthyes (63). Following the work of Ruta et al., we cali-
brated the tree branches using the “equal” method implemented in 
the package paleotree (64) for R. This method makes few assump-
tions about divergence times and relies exclusively on first appearance 
dates. Temporal ranges of taxa using first and last appearance dates 
were taken from the Paleobiology Database (https://paleobiodb.org/) 
and can be found in data S1. For extant taxa where fossil data was 
not available, estimated first appearance dates were taken from the 
literature [Jetz and Pyron (65) for Lissamphibia, Zheng and Wiens 
(66) for squamates, and Sugeha et al. (67) for Latimeria]. We con-
strained tree calibration by assigning minimum dates for known 
internal nodes based on molecular inferences and fossil dates from 
the literature (table S3). The completed calibrated trees can be found 
at the University of Bristol data repository, data.bris, at https://doi.
org/10.5523/bris.e0ea0wn9tby12sxvckwxlcefj.

Analysis of topological variation
We measured eight topological variables from each network model 
(data S2) using the R package igraph (68), the details of which are 
shown in Fig. 1. For further mathematical details of each variable, 
including details of the community detection algorithm used to 
measure parcellation, see the Supplementary Materials. To analyze 
similarities in anatomical organization among skulls, we first per-
formed a PCA of the eight topological variables, by a singular value 
decomposition of the centered and scaled measures, using the func-
tion prcomp in the R built-in package stats (69). Then, we tested for 
statistically significant differences in anatomical organization between 
fish and tetrapod skulls, as well as between each major clade, using 
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a phylogenetic PERMANOVA with 10,000 permutations, as imple-
mented in the function adonis in the R package vegan (70). PER-
MANOVA uses a permutation test with pseudo-F ratios on the 
Euclidean distances of the matrix of PCA components to test the null 
hypothesis that the centroids and dispersion are equivalent for each 
group comparison. Thus, rejecting the null hypothesis means that 
the anatomical organization of skulls differs between the groups com-
pared. Last, we performed a PGLS regression analysis between the 
number of bones (N) and topological variables D, C, L, H, A, and P 
to test the effect of bone loss on skull architecture in each clade. The 
analysis was performed in R using the pgls function in the package 
caper (71), estimating lambda with maximum likelihood.

Robustness of topological variables
To assess the robustness of our analyses against potential error in 
identifying the presence of bone articulations, we compared the eight 
topological variables measured for each network against a randomly 
generated sample of 10,000 noisy networks. Each noisy network was 
generated by randomly changing the links in the original network 
with a 0.05 probability, creating a network with 5% error from the 
original. We tested the null hypothesis that our measured network 
values were equal to the sample mean of noisy networks, which was 
rejected with  = 0.05 if the observed value is in the 5% end of the 
distribution of simulated values. Of the 904 (8 variables × 113 net-
works) values tested, only 2 (0.22%) fell outside of the confidence 
intervals. These were heterogeneity in Eoherpeton and clustering in 
Mandageria. This indicates that the overwhelming majority of our 
measured variables would be unaffected even if 5% of bone articu-
lations were coded erroneously in each network.

Disparity through time
Topological DTT was assessed using the mean relative subclade DTT 
for the two phylogenetic hypotheses. We used the covariation of 
topological variables from our PCAs to calculate the mean subclade 
disparity on the PC scores using the function dtt in the R package 
Geiger (72). The higher the disparity, the higher the variance within 
subclades (i.e., lower conservation) and the lower the variance 
between subclades. Function dtt also calculated the MDI, which quan-
tified the overall difference in relative disparity between that shown 
by the DTT trend line for the time range of our fossil sample (422 to 
150 Ma) and that expected under the null Brownian motion model. 
The statistical significance of this difference was tested using a random-
ization inference test with 10,000 simulations under a Brownian motion 
model of evolution, with the null hypothesis that the DTT trend line 
would fall within the 95% confidence intervals of the Brownian mo-
tion model.

Study limitations
We chose to focus on complete and well-preserved skulls to avoid 
uncertainty about unknown anatomies. For this reason, we did not 
include species with incomplete preservation. This includes the 
tetrapodomorph fish Elpistostege, which lacks a full skull reconstruc-
tion in the literature. The decrease in the number of described tetra-
pods from Romer’s Gap is reflected in our study, and relatively few 
skull networks from this period are included in our dataset. Recent 
discoveries of Tournaisian and Visean tetrapods such as Aytonerpeton 
and Koilops (73) have suggested that Romer’s Gap may not have been 
as sparsely populated by tetrapods as previously thought, but these 
species are not well-preserved enough to be included here. Consequently, 

there is the possibility that the structural disparity of tetrapods during 
the early Carboniferous is underestimated, and its decay may not be 
as severe as shown in our results.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at https://science.org/doi/10.1126/
sciadv.adc8875

View/request a protocol for this paper from Bio-protocol.
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